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The Smokey Bear Association was founded in 1995.

Lets Make a Buck or a Political Statement
on the Back of Smokey.
I am sure you have seen dozens of uses of Smokey over the past
year or so that have verged on the edge of being illegal but all of
them have been disgusting to most of our membership. Our
Smokey Bear Patrol has and continues to send images and info to
the National SB caretakers when we are made aware of such items.
For the most part Smokey’s lawyers hands are tied with freedoms
we all hold near and dear like the freedom of speech.
It was made clear to me in one piece of correspondence with
Smokey’s caretakers that as long as the “violation” was not
commercial in nature there is not much they could or would do.
Actually I get the feeling that even those products being sold with
improper use of Smokey’s image or phrases are not something they
can do much about beyond trying to contact the producer and
demand them to stop and remove them from online sales. They do
the best they can with the resources they have but somethings just
don’t get the focus we might expect.
I will not share any of the images with you, the less these are
passed along and viewed the better.

On a more positive note there will be some new and LEGAL products
coming out soon and over the next year or so capitalizing on Smokey’s
upcoming momentous occasion….his 75th! There is also talk of Smokey
returning to events like the Rose Bowl and Macy's Parades. He wont be
there as a float or a balloon as to do so would cost in excess of 300-400
thousand dollars but we might still see him.
There will also be a significant increase in appearances all across the country in local parades and events. A Smokey’s 75th committee is already busy
at work. You can expect something along the lines of his 50th. The 60th,
65th and 70th were less than exciting as there was not a real coordinated
effort but all this I think will not be the case for his 75th. More later.
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Are You One of the Lucky Ones?
Recently a vendor commissioned the Lodge Cast Iron folks to make a limited run of a Smokey Bear Skillet. This was and is a licensed product but
was not well known. The limited run was only 600 pans all of which sold
out extremely fast.
The only place you
can find one now is
on one of the many
on-line auction places like eBay. You
might eventually be
lucky to find one in
a junk/antique
shop. On eBay I
have seen one go for
almost 4-5 times its
original price of less
than $50.00
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When Jack Clark sent me
these pictures which he
indicated could be used
as filler in an upcoming
newsletter, I began to
think about all the “stuff”
all of us have collected,
preserved and accumulated. I know by talking
with a few of you a lot of us wonder what will become of
this stuff! From time to time we see someone contacting
the Association wanting help in selling off a collection of
Smokey things a loved one has accumulated but now can
no longer care for. I am only aware of 2 locations nationally that house such collections. The National Ag Library
near DC and the Smokey Bear Museum in Capitan NM. If,
and I say IF these places would be interested in obtaining
more material would it just be stored in some dark and
dingy location on shelves or boxes or would it see the day
of light for folks who went there to view and enjoy. I know
for a fact that the National
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Ag Library has material that would
make most of us drool to view, let
alone to get our hands on but it is all
in boxes or drawers. Heck they told
me that they don’t really know what
they have and have been looking for
funding for many years from the SB
folks (USFS, NASF and Ad Council) to
catalogue it all.
So what are we to do, what can we do,
what should we do? This might be a
great discussion topic for an up coming annual meeting.
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Smokey and the Cubs
By: Jim & Nancy Shaffer

You often see two little bear cubs featured along with Smokey’s prevention material. The clever little bears are always busy helping
Smokey. Most people think they are Smokey’s off- spring, but they
are not. They are just Smokey’s good friends and helpers. I recall at
some time it was mentioned their names were Cindi and Sam.
Recently I read thru the informational pamphlet that came with the
gaf VIEW-MASTER disc set of the true story of Smokey Bear. There
it stated Hokey and Pokey were twin bear cubs who lived in the heart
of a beautiful forest. They had a raft of relatives, but their favorite aside from their mother and father, of course -was their uncle
Smokey.
Is there a right and wrong or maybe just different bears?

Note from the editor. I was always told
the story that when Rudy Wendelin
created the two cubs he named then
Cindi (y) and Sam for the connection to
Uncle Sam and cinders after a forest
fire??? What say the brain trust?
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Except for the pictures Jack sent and the story with
pictures on pg. 6 that Jim and Nancy provided I received no additional stories for this issue. Pictures
are great but it would be tremendously helpful if stories were sent in as well.
I will offer to continue for now to do the best I can
with the newsletter and get it out as scheduled however if there is anyone who thinks they have the time
and interest and would like to try your hand as the
editor please let me know and I will pass that along
to the board.

OUR ... NO YOUR NEWSLETTER

This newsletter, all 12pages, the last 5 were a late addition on my part, is the best I can offer you. The
material sent in by members has declined over the
last several issues. Frank did an excellent job pushing and reminding folks for material but I just can
not devote that amount of time. Its hard enough and
very time consuming to put together the newsletter,
email it out as well as making copies for the 25 or so
folks who request a hard copy and get them mailed
out in a timely manner.
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17 years, 1.4 million caches, 4 million folks...of course Smokey is
going to be involved.

A friend of mine recently told me of the
travels of a Smokey geocache coin I had
given him and thought I would do a bit
more digging into this thing called Geocaching …. of course with a Smokey twist.
How many are fortunate to have
gotten one of the bronze and gold
SB geo-coins when they were offered for sale 10 years ago. If you
have them consider yourself a lucky one,
actually 1 of 500 lucky ones. These are now extremely hard to find. The newer style
is still available from the Woodland Catalogue. If you’re interested I would secure
some soon as they might go the way of their predecessor.

Now some info about geocaching:
In the Beginning Geocaching is a term – coined in 2000 – that describes the
enthusiast hobby of locating a treasure somewhere in the world with the help of a
GPS-enabled device and GPS coordinates that are listed online. Geocaching combines location-based gaming, social networking, treasure hunting, GPS navigation,
and outdoor recreation. The hobby was started in 2000 by a GPS enthusiast, Dave
Ulmer, seeking to test the accuracy of the improved GPS signal available to civilians. Ulmer shared the coordinates of his first hidden geocache online. Mike Teague
found this geocache and shared his experience online. The online chats spread, and
soon, 75 other caches were hidden around the world.
One was found in July by Jeremy Irish, who shortly thereafter, founded Geocaching. com as the first portal for the hobby. Dozens of press articles and millions of
online conversations later, Geocaching.com is the world’s largest location based
gaming portal. Geocaching around the World Today, more than 1.4 million geocaches have been hidden, and found by more than 4 million people worldwide.
More specifically, the United States and Germany lead the world in this activity,
with the Czech Republic, Canada and the United Kingdom following. Geocaching
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continues to grow in popularity across the United States.

The Rules of Geocaching
1. If you take something from the cache, leave something of equal or greater value.
2. Write about your find in the cache logbook.
3. Log your experience at www.geocaching.com. A geocache always contains a logbook or logsheet for finders to sign. Larger geocaches may also contain items for
trade. These are generally small trinkets. If someone takes an item, he should leave
something of equal or greater value in its place for the next geocacher to find. A geocache may also contain Trackable items. Trackables are geocaching “game pieces”
bearing a tracking number - a unique series of letters and numbers – that allows
geocachers to follow the items’ real-world travels on Geocaching.com. Some of the
most popular trackable items are “Geocoins” and “Travel Bugs®.”
Who are geocachers?
Geocachers are united by the spirit of exploration and the joy of discovery. Geocachers live in nearly every country on Earth. Geocachers are families with children, grandparents, tech -geeks, photographers, hikers—anyone can be a geocacher. Geocaching offers a broad appeal in large part because it’s bound only by a
location and someone’s imagination.
Where are geocaches found?

Geocaches can be in forests, parks, urban locations—nearly anywhere you can
think of. It is common for geocaches to be placed in story--worthy locations. Most
people in North America and Europe live within a short walk of at least one geocache. Geocache listings include difficulty and terrain ratings (1 being the easiest
and 5 being the most difficult) to help geocachers choose an adventure that is right
for them.

A few cool “trips” a Smokey Geo-coin has traveled:
The maps on the following page all show the travels of separate Smokey Bear geo-coins.
Identified are the total miles traveled and the number of “stops", or times the cache was found
and logged into in to www.geocaching.com. If you get an account and log into the site you can
view the maps in more detail as well as other info. If you just do a google search for Smokey Bear
geocache you'll be on you way.
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9,328 miles 48 stops …… this was the geo coin I had given my friend, VA to Italy and back.

24,536 miles 1264 stops

7,977 miles 28 stops

6,979 miles 194 stops

Looks to me as if Smokey
needs a passport!

28,785 miles 29 stops

21,804 miles 85 stops
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IF YOUR INTO GEOCACHING OR CONSIDERING GETTING INVOLVED YOU
NEED TO KNOW YOU HAVE SOME OPTIONS. WHAT TYPE OF GEOCACHER ARE
YOU OR WILL YOU BE?
THE 10 TYPES OF GEOCACHER

1. THE FTF HOUND
Everyone knows at least one. That person who drops everything when a
new cache is published so they can be the one to claim “I found it
FIRST, before all you amateurs!!” This person will gladly sell their granny
to get their name on the logbook first and have been known to rugby tackle
geocachers they might meet on their way for a newly published cache.
2. THE STATS ADDICT
How many counties have you cached in in a day? What’s the fastest
you’ve found 100 caches? How many months in your longest FTF streak?
These are just some of the things that the Stats Addict actually care about.
They need facts, figures, STATISTICS!! They thrive on the stuff.
3. THE MOUNTAINEER
This cacher is not one for numbers and doesn’t care for park & grabs. They
want a long walk in the mountains or else, why bother? They have more
than likely climbed every mountain in the region, often several times and
laugh at a cache being rated T3 when it’s up a slight bank.
4. THE OLD SCHOOL CACHER
This person has been around since the dawn of geocaching itself and probably still goes geocaching with a map and compass, without any GPS unit
and certainly without a smartphone. Similar to the Mountaineer, the Old
School Cacher sticks with long walks in the mountains or the countryside
and believes that finding urban caches is simply not real geocaching.

5. THE CHALLENGE CACHER
This person bases all their caching practices around challenge caches.
They believe there’s no point in aimlessly finding caches, you need to have
a set goal. They will have either already finished or be in the middle of
completing every challenge available. The day the challenge cache moratorium was announced they sat in a corner rocking back and forth and weeping inconsolably.
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6. THE HIDER
This person likes to hide caches more than find them. The thrill is not in
finding the cache but in someone else finding theirs. They live for logs and
favorite points. They are likely to have boxes full of new geocaches to hide
somewhere in their house. Everyone loves a hider, as they keep the rest of
us in business!
7. THE NUMBERS JUNKIE
It’s all about the numbers for this geocacher. They will gladly get up at
4am to get 200 caches in one day. They run through the milestones like
they’re going out of business and will laugh hysterically at the notion of
setting foot out of bed for less than 50 caches.
8. THE NON-CONFORMIST
This person was born to break the rules. Maybe they take swag but don’t
leave anything. Maybe they don’t write their names in the logbook. Maybe
they prefer to take a photo log instead. I hear you say in shock ‘but
you have to sign the logbook?!’ Not this person. “It’s only a game”, is their
mantra.

9. THE CACHE & DASHER
Why walk for 14 miles to find a lunchbox when you can just slow down
the car, lean out of the window and grab a nano off a crash barrier? Life’s
too short for long walks in the countryside, according to this geocacher.
The maximum walking distance to the cache will be 200 yards but containers accessible without leaving the sanctuary of their vehicle are best.
10. THE RELUCTANT PARTICIPANT
Someone who reluctantly accompanies any of the above nine types, and is
basically a muggle who opened a geocaching account under duress. Usually seen looking tired and bored in the company of any other type.

IF YOU ARE A SMOKEY BEAR GEOCACHER TELL US ABOUT YOUR
TRAVELS.
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